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Dimensions of prototyping

predicts like
what are the physical principles?

looks like
what is the form?
how does it feel?

3 concepts!

plays like
what is the play?

how is it implemented?
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How can you waste time?



How can you waste time?Which questions?
make something that looks nice but  
doesn’t explore any questions about the concept 

make something that looks not so nice and  
also doesn’t explore any questions about the concept

make something that works and doesn't explore any 
questions about the idea’s play value



1. How does the play work?
explore with a plays like 

explore with a looks like 
2. What is the toy vision?

Which questions?



1. How does the play work?

2. What is the toy artifact?5
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Foamcore
Holiday Inn lobby prototype

800 sheets of foamcore! (Continuum)
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Cutting!



Cornering!



Cornering!



Joining!



Gussets and ribs!



Used blades!



blade box challenge!
build your own foam core blade box in 1.5 hrs

1) design in your notebook

2) signup for a workshop time

3) make your design in 1.5 hrs

4) practice and have fun



Your portfolio!

5) take a photo

6) upload to your portfolio

7) get photography feedback!



Blue foamBlue foam techniques
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